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NEWS BRIEFS
DECREASED NUMBERS
AT THE PORT OF GUSTAVIA

A

February
Fun

nother busy month on the horizon! Put
on your dancing shoes and pump up the
volume this weekend with two concerts
by the Tremendous Johnson Blues Band (yes, that is
really their name…). They’ll be at Le Select and
Grain de Sel, and when you hear them play, you’d
hardly believe they only play in St Barth once a
year, and return to their separate lives in the States
after their vacations are over.
For those with a more artistic bent, there are two
events organized by Space Gallery SBH this week.
On Friday night, a show that is part of the Glaviano
50 celebration takes place in collaboration with
Tropical Hotel and on Monday, Nicole Etienne's
exhibit “Love” opens at the gallery. Then, on February 24, French painter Alain Le Chatelier’s annual
exhibit opens at Les Artisans with some wonderful
new work.

Also on Friday, February 10, a fund-raising luncheon organized by the Saint Barth International Property Owners Association takes place at The Christopher Hotel. Proceeds go to benefit the Coral Restoration Project spearheaded by Didier Laplace, a native
islander who is struggling to protect the ecosystems
and biodiversity that is so important to the wellbeing
of our environment.
On Saturday evenings, for the rest of the month,
there are pre-Carnival parades with weekly themes,
as the excitement mounts for Mardi Gras on Tuesday, February 28, when the big parade dances
through the streets of Gustavia.
Happy Valentine’s Day!

Ellen Lampert-Gréaux

As of last November, and continuing through the
month of January, the numbers at the Port of
Gustavia have been lower than average. “There
has been a serious decrease,” notes Ernest Brin,
director of the port. As of January 30, a total of
785 boats had entered the port, compared to 906
in January 2016. And this decrease concerns the
larger sized boats, as there were 21 fewer boats
in the 45-meter to 60-meter category than last
year; and eight less in the range of 60 meters to
75 meters.

LARGE INCREASE OF ACTIVITY
AT THE COMMERCIAL PORT

The evolution of sea containers coming into the
commercial port merits attention, as an indicator
of economic activity on the island. Last year
there were more than 7,463 20-foot containers
unloaded at the port, marking a 9% increase in
just one year. In 2013, there were 4,464 20-footers, as a measure of comparison. Which means
that over the past three the average growth has
been more than 18.6%. That ratchets things up a
notch for sure. From 2006 (3,478 containers) to
2013, the average growth was just 4.4%. The
largest annual increase was from 2014 to 2015,
with a record increase of 30%. The economic
crisis of 2008 slowed things down, but the
growth seen last year was back to the levels
before the crisis, other than another decline from
2012 to 2013.
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WHALE WATCHING AT FORT KARL

Signage about whales inaugurated at Fort Karl (from left to right): Claire Delubria (ATE), Brigitte Estienne
(Collège Mireille Choisy), Amandine Vaslet (MEMB), Cécile Berton (ATE), students from Collège de Mireille
Choisy, Benoît Chauvin (president of the ATE and member of the Territorial Council), David Dumont (professor
of science at Collège Mireille Choisy), Christophe Fouineau (parent), Michel Chevaly (ATE board member).

T

he battlements
of Fort Karl,
overlooking
Shell Beach, now comprise informational signage about whales.
Installed on Friday, January 27, in conjunction
with the Conservatoire
du Littoral, the signs
were created by a sixth
grade class at Collège
Mireille Choisy, with
the help of their science
teacher, Mme Finot, as
part of an academic
project led by the Territorial Environmental
Agency (ATE), the
AGOA marine mammal
sanctuary, and the association “Mon école ma
baleine” (My school,
my whale). To get them
excited about this project, the students went

out to sea (in collaboration with St- Barth
Catamaran) to listen to
the songs of the whales,
thanks to a hydrophone.

The migration period
for whales in our waters
has started this year,
with the observation of
several
specimens
observed around the
island recently by fisherman or passengers on
ferries to Saint Martin.
Keep your eye on the
water!
And if you see whale,
contact Territorial Environmental Agency at 05
90 27 88 18, to help
with the census of these
marine mammals by
indicated how many,
where and when you
see them.
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NEW REGULATIONS FOR ISLAND BEACHES

O

n Monday,
January
30,
the
Territorial Council
adopted new regulations concerning private occupation of the
island’s beaches. The
goal is to clarify the
practices of hotels and
restaurants located
along the water, and
constrain certain abuses
of encroachment on
public beaches, which
are sometimes transformed into restaurants
or even discotheques.

After many years of
implicit tolerance, this
type of activity on the
beach will only be
accepted as temporary
authorization,
as
approved by the Collectivité. Such authorization will be good for
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authorizations to use their
slice of the beach, as the
requests should be made
this coming summer. This
allows time, if needed, to
come to an agreement
about the limits of any
given property, according
to the Collectivité.
The Collectivité is also
planning to take down the
fences at the end of the
runway at the airport in
Saint Jean, as per Bruno
Magras. The fences,
required as a security
measure by the civil aviation authority, will be
replaced with surveillance, which will in turn

one year, but renewable.

The first limitation is
that at least 80% of any
beach be left free of all
tables, chairs, and
chaise lounges, etc.
These can only be
installed on a surface
no wider than the actual
width of the hotel or
restaurant along the
beach, and only seven
meters in depth, which
corresponds to two
rows of chaise lounges.
There will be an annual
fee of 100 euros per
square meter occupied.
The fees are due as of
January 1, 2018 and
payable through March
31, 2018. As of October 1, 2017, hotels and
restaurants will be
issued their temporary

be paid for by the fees
paid by the hotels and
restaurants to use the
beach, explains the president of the Collectivité.

If the public beaches can
be occupied by chaise
lounges, with their low
side tables and parasols, it
is no longer possible to
have tables and chairs, as
restaurant activities will
not be allowed. But not all
food is forbidden, according to the new rules. It
will still be possible to
serve light food to the
people on chaise lounges,
such as “a club sandwich,” as notes Magras.
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GLAVIANO 50 AND NICOLE ETIENNE

S

pace SBH Contemporary Art
Gallery celebrates 50 years in the
career of Marco Glaviano, one of the world’s
most influential and
iconic photographers. He
began his career shooting
in Milan and New York,
launching the careers of
some of the world's most
important supermodels
including Cindy Crawford, Claudia Schiffer,
Eva Herzigova, and
Paulina Porizkova.
A special limited-edition
collector’s art book and
commemorative print has
been published by Space

SBH Contemporary Art
Gallery. It is available
with a choice of 4 different covers and with only
50 of each cover produced to mark the 50
years. Comprised of 362
pages, it features many
previously unpublished
photos, and an imitate
glimpse into the life of
Marco Glaviano through
an extended interview
which is included in the
book as well as the limited edition fine art print
pertaining to the cover
image. On Friday, February 10, Glaviano will be
at the Tropical Hotel in
St Jean for a cocktail party and book signing from

Nicole Etienne «all you need is», 2017, 20x20 inches,
23 karat gold and oil paint on canvas

6pm-8pm. Ten of his
images will be on display
as well.

Then on Monday, February 13, a cocktail reception from 6pm-8pm at
Space SBH Gallery in
Gustavia honors artist
Nicole Etienne. Her new
show, “Love,” opens on
Saturday, February 11,
just in time for Valentine’s Day, and runs
through February 20.
The works evoke love in
all of its forms, includ-

ing small paintings of
hearts. “I painted nonstop for weeks, not
sleeping much, up
before dawn, working
until my hands ached. I
made heart after heart,
loving each one that
grew. If one was sad or
angry, I made it jolly. If
one was ashamed, I forgave it. If one was blissfully abundant, I let it
be,” says the artist.
For additional details:
info@spacesbh.com

Nicole Etienne
«Metamorphisis»,
2017, 20x20 inches
mixed media on
canvas including
23 Karat red gold
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SBIPOA FUND-RAISER
FOR CORAL RESTORATION

The Saint Barthélemy International Property Owners
Association’s annual fund-raiser is on Friday, February 10, 2017 at The Christopher Hotel—Taino Restaurant—at 12:30pm. This year, the association decided
to support an environmental project and the proceeds
will be donated to the Coral Restoration Project
(www.coral-restoration-stbarth.com/). Tickets are 75
euros per person for a three-course lunch. This event
might be sold out by now, but to check about lastminute reservations, please email Nancy Swann at
ndswann@mindspring.com.

WHAT IS THIS BEAR DOING
IN GUSTAVIA?

What is this large bear doing standing at the end of
harbor in Gustavia? Normally a denizen of the Yukon
Territory in Northwest Canada, he stands with a camera around his neck like a tourist. And his left hand

9
holds something a bit odd,
some kind of agglomeration of plastic and lava,
which might be found in
Hawaii, rather than the
cold north. Yet it’s meant
to represent the plastic
debris that pollutes all the
oceans on the planet. In
fact, plastic forms a mass
with natural sediments, and
finishes by creating a hybrid substance, which scientists have baptized a “plastiglomerate.” Maybe this
bear has come to question us about the future, starting
with climate change and global warming, which
means this bear’s native habitat could become just as
hot as the West Indies. With his camera, he looks at
us, just as we look at him. And we find each other just
as odd looking. Called "Chronicle of the Latter
World," this sculpture is the work of Brooklyn-based
Polish artist Joanna Malinowska, and is on temporary
loan from collector Alberto De La Cruz, who is familiar with the island of Saint Barth and has sent his bear
as an ambassador of environmental awareness.
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FOR YOUR VALENTINE
18k gold and diamond rings
at

rue du Gl de Gaulle
Gustavia - 0590 27 50 40

Men's Collection. At
rue du Gl de Gaulle
Gustavia - 0590 27 50 40

Tom Dixon scented candles. At
le Brigantin, rue Jeanne d’Arc
Gustavia

MASTHEAD
Published by "Le Journal de Saint-Barth"
Les Mangliers, St-Jean - BP 602 - 97133 St Barth
issn-1766-9278
Ph. : 0590.27 65 19 - Fax : 0590 27 91 60
stbarthweekly.com • stbarthweekly@wanadoo.fr
Director : Avigaël Haddad
Chief Editor: Hugo Lattard
English texts & Translations : Ellen Lampert Greaux
Advertising : Avigaël : 0690 547 624
Print Worker : Prim Services

Andres Sarda at
Villa Créole, St.Jean
0590.29.84.05
Linen Pillow,
24" x 24” at

le Brigantin,
rue Jeanne d’Arc
Gustavia
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TREMENDOUS JOHNSON BLUES BAND ROCKS
THIS WEEKEND

W

ay back in 1987, a
few friends got
together to play
some music at Le Select, and a
legend was born: The Tremendous Johnson Blues Band. The
funny thing is that they only play
together once a year, in Saint
Barth, during their mid-February
vacation. This requires some communication among the band members to make sure they are all on
the island at the same time. A few
years ago, they deviated from the
norm when they came back to
play during Les Voiles de Saint
Barth in April.
The only two original members of
the band are Nick Sadovnikoff
(keyboard), an anesthesiologist in

Boston, and Leo McLaughlin
(guitar) who is a construction
foreman in Baltimore. The rest of
the band now comprises Brett
Gardner (guitar/also with the band
almost since the beginning) a carpenter in NYC; Ted Mortimer
(guitar), a financial manager for
fitness club in Vermont; Henry
“Hoppy” Hopkins (drums &
vocals), a silversmith in Baltimore; Linda Nelson (vocals), a
dessert chef in Baltimore; Linda
Mortimer (vocals) a yoga teacher
in Vermont; and on bass, Mathurin Cagan, a St Barth musician
and taxi driver.

Rumor has it that Leo McLaughlin was responsible for the name
of the band. “The joke was that
Tremendous was back at the hotel
with a hangover but his band
always came to the gig,”

Sadovnikoff told The Weekly in a
2014 interview. “Over the years
we have become a bit more
rehearsed than spontaneous…we
play a lot of blues and reggae…
nobody plays as a full-time job,
but Leo and Hoppy play sometimes in Baltimore. It’s a great
way of having a joint activity as
part of our vacation, and we
dream up a few news songs each
year to keep it fresh.”

This weekend, the band will play
at Le Select on Saturday night,
February 11, and at the Grain de
Sel in Saline on Sunday afternoon
(reservations required). Put on
your dancing shows... these shows
are guaranteed to be fun. And last
year Jimmy Buffett sat in with
them, so anything is possible!

Stay
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TIME OUT
Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !
- Christopher’s Brunch
with Live Music by Jaya
from 11am @ Christopher
Hotel
- Amazing Sunday «Wonderland», Music by Patris
Gero & Philippe Paris,
Along with Jimmy Sax;
Magic by Stephane Estrellas, @ Nikki Beach
- St Barth's First Ever
Super Bowl, Tailgating
Party. Watch Super Bowl
LI at the Quarter. Starting
5pm for the pregame.
The Tremendous Johnson Blues Band is one of the at
- DJ Sébastien Roche
most popular bands to play in Saint Barth. They
@ Bonito St Barth.
appear once a year, every February, and draw full
- Live Music by the
houses that love to dance to their sultry, bluesy ren- Carribean Boys
ditions of some great songs. In fact, Saint Barth is
@ La Plage, St Jean
◗ Monday, February 13
the only place you can hear this band, as it is com- Monday Italian Aperitivo
prises of a group of friends who gather on the
Cocktails served with comisland from various places in the US for their
plimentary tapas & live
annual reunion. Catch them this weekend on
music by Don Soley
Saturday night at Le Select and Sunday afternoon
@ Le Sereno
at Le Grain de Sel, and get ready to party.
- DJ Yo One Sutter
@ Bonito St Barth
◗ Tuesday, February 14
- Delicious Tuesday
Dj from 5pm to 10pm &
C’est la Vie with DJ Luka @ Bagatelle
◗ Every Day
Magic by Stéphane Estrel- - Live Music with DJ Luka
- Diner Cabaret with show las, Fireshow by Fire Son,
from 7pm @ La Plage
girls Show at 9:30pm
- DJ Yo One Sutter
from 10pm to 1am
@ Ti St Barth (Closed on
@ Bonito St Barth.
@ La Plage, St Jean
Monday)
- Cheval Blanc St-Barth
- DJ Yo One Sutter
- Lunch with Music
Isle de France invites you
@ Bonito St Barth
ambiance with DJ Set
to celebrate the 30th an- BBQ Social Club, Enjoy
@ La Plage
niversary of the true love
Latino Night, feet in the
◗ Every Sunday
story between women and
sand from 7pm with live
- Free Dance Classes with
music by Soley & Christian Guerlain’s iconic Météorites
Lesley Charters Cotton,
powder. The renowned
@ Mango Restaurant,
LeVillage St Barth, from
French brand and the
Christopher hôtel,
4pm-6pm. Swing, jazz, fox Pointe Milou
Caribbean Maison propose
trot, samba, hip-hop...
an exquisite dinner to the
◗ Saturday, February 11
◗ Through February 18
sound of the violin, spe- Bikini brunch, with DJ
Marc Von Em whose
Luka from 12pm to 5:30pm cially-created to mark the
sound flows easily between @ La Plage, Saint-Jean
occasion. Fashion Show
blues, folk & funk, starts at -Wine Tasting @ La Plage from 6:30pm
9pm. @ Baz Bar, Gustavia - Le Grand bal du
- The Sand Bar will host a
◗ Thursday, February 9
Bagatelle, Music by Gabin local band for an acoustic
- DJ Yo One Sutter
pop-rock performance that
Nogueira @ Bagatelle
@ Bonito St Barth.
will shine the eyes of our
- DJ Yo One Sutter
◗ Friday, February 10
lovers around a specially
@ Bonito St Barth
- Rendez-vous Sablé with
designed menu.
◗ Sunday, February 12

Live Music

@ Eden Rock Sand Bar
◗ Wednesday, February 15
- Bagatelle for Her
Evening: Ladies night from
8pm to 10pm @ Bagatelle
- Live Music with DJ Luka
from 7pm @ La Plage
- DJ Sébastien Roche
@ Bonito St Barth.

Night
Club
◗ Thursday, February 9
- The unmistakable
BLVCK, orchestrated by
Dexual and Donald Gellez
with a Special Warm Up by
Helga Rose Samuelsen.
@ Modjo, St Jean
◗ Friday February 10
- US Hip Hop with DJ Sir
Yll, from 11.30pm to 4am.
@ VIP Room, Gustavia
- Glitter X, the monthly
Disco Loverz appointment
with Audrey Simon from
Eden Rock and Hubert
Bonnisseur from Bath to
joysticks. @ Modjo, St Jean
- DJ guest Rodrigue (Soul
Groove), From midnight to
3am @ Tavern Ti Bar,
Pointe Milou
◗ Saturday February 11
- DJ guest Rodrigue (Soul
Groove), From midnight to
3am @ Tavern Ti Bar,
Pointe Milou
- La Belle Epoque, by
Gatsby le Magnifique
@ VIP Room, Gustavia
◗ Sunday, February 12
- Second Home, la dolce
Vita by Marteen & Nico
from 11.30pm to 4am
@ VIP Room
- DJ guest Rodrigue (Soul
Groove), From midnight to
3am @ Tavern Ti Bar,
Pointe Milou
◗ Monday, February 13
Industry Night with DJ
Mister T from 11pm
@ Modjo, St Jean
◗ Tuesday, February 14
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TIME OUT
Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !

Carnival Events
◗ Saturday, February 11
- La Pointe en Mouvement in Gustavia,
Theme of the week:
“Black & Fluo” Meeting
from 6pm in Gustavia
◗ Sunday, February 12
- The Youngz invite you
to join them in Lorient.
Theme of the week: Hippie 70’s. Meet us at 6pm
at the Parking front of
Post office, in Lorient.
Join in the fun!

- The Real Ladies Night,
with DJ Mister T from
11pm @ Modjo, St Jean
◗ Wednesday, February 15
- OooGie Special NuDisco Deep House
70th/80th & Rare Groove
@ VIP Room, Gustavia

Fashion
Show
◗ Daily Fashion Shows
- Fashion Show every
lunch @ La Plage, St Jean
- Fashion Show every
lunch @ Nikki Beach
◗ Tuesday, February 14

- Fashion Show around
the pool from 6:00pm,
@ Hotel Cheval Blanc, Isle
de France, Flamands

Exhibitions
◗ Through March 15
Ellsworth Kelly & Jack
Shear, Territorial Museum
Space sbh and Tropical
Hotel present an exhibition of Marco Glaviano,
Friday February 10th, 6
to 8.30pm at Tropical
Hotel in presence of the
artist Glaviano 50 Exhibition & Book Signing.
- Space Gallery Gustavia Marco Glaviano and a
mixture of other leading
artists inculding Hunt
Slonem and Mikhail
Baryshnikov
- Space Gallery at Taiwana Hotel - Group exhibition including Philippe
Pasqua, Marco Glaviano,
Hunt Slonem, Will Kurtz,
Michelle Doll and
Giuseppe Veneziano.
- Space Gallery at Guanahani Hotel - Solo exhibition Arno Elias at Barto

◗ February 11-20
- Exhibition of Nicole
Etienne, “Love".
Monday, February 13, a
cocktail reception from
6pm-8pm at Space SBH
Gallery in Gustavia
honors artist
restaurant opening in the
evenings
- Kate Kova's Art Preview
@ Ortega Art Gallery
- Géry Langlais, Stanislas
Defize, Alain le Chatelier,
Sculptures by Dave
Stevenson @Les Artisans
- David Kracov, Natan
Elkanovich, Yoel Benharrouche, Calman Shemi,
Dorit Levinstein, @Eden
Fine Art Gallery, Gustavia

- Bronze Sculptures
by Bjorn Olkholm
Skaarup
@ The Collectivity
◗ Art Galleries
- Eden Rock Gallery
- Eden Fine Art St Barts
- Les Artisans, Gustavia
- Jabuti Art Gallery
- SpaceSBH Gallery
- Ortega Art Gallery
- Galerie Asie, Gustavia
- Modernisme art & Antiques, Camaruche Gallery
- Clic Gallery, Gustavia
- Pipiri Palace, Gustavia
- Pop-up Gallery, f.w.i
- Pati's Gallery, by Artists
of Saint-Barth

Michel and his staff are happy to welcome you
to their pool-side restaurant for lunch & dinner.
Holiday special, in addition to our regular menu.
Lobsters Fresh From The Tank
100 g for 7,50 euros

Hôtel Baie des Anges • Flamands • 0590 27 63 61
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■ Classified ads
Rent

During high season long
term rental a duplex ideally nestled on the Saint-Jean
hillside, – 1 bedroom King
– 1 Bath – large terrace –
garden – jacuzzi – community pool – private parking
and more... Monthly rental
5 900€ + charges. More
infos by email at
dumesbh@hotmail.fr
380-A furnished villa with
3 suites from may till
december, with pool, garden and a breathtaking
view of the sea, situated at
Montée de Camaruche.
Monthly rental 5000E
including charges, wifi,
cable TV & home cinema,
poolman, maid once a
week and private parking.

More infos by email at
indochine@sprynet.com

Real Estate

For sale, this wonderful
one bedroom luxury apartment is perfectly situated
above Gustavia harbor
with a stunning view.
Enjoy the community pool
and the ability to walk to
the shops, restaurants, and
Shell Beach from this
spectacular location.
Offered at 1,590,000 €.
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05

For sale, this one bedroom
ground floor apartment is
located in the complex of
Les Terrasses in St. Jean that
has much to offer to resi-
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dents. Features include a
lovely communal pool,
stunning views, fiery sunsets and two terraces that
provide outdoor living
space. Offered at 950,000 €
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05
For sale, this two bedroom
villa offers panoramic vistas over Pointe Milou,
Lorient and St. Jean ; colorful sunsets add to its
ambience. The open-air
living room and dining
area overlook the terrace,
the inviting plunge pool
and the view.
Offered at 2,850,000 €.
St. Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty: 0590 29 75 05

Lorient, town house, in
construction delivered
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April 2017, walking distance to beach and shops.
Ocean view, 2 bedrooms,
gardens, parkings.
Price : 1 200 000 eu.
WIMCOsbh Real Estate
+ 590-590-51-07- 51 or
realestate@wimco.com

Saint Jean, contemporary
villa, 3 bedrooms, pool,
terraces and garden. 3
parkings. Ocean view.
Price : 3 400 000 eu.
WIMCOsbh Real Estate
+ 590-590-51-07- 51 or
realestate@wimco.com

Pointe Milou, 2 bdr villa,
with pool. CU granted for
a 3rd bdr and pool extention. Amazing ocean view
and sunsets.
Price : 2 750 000 eu.
WIMCOsbh Real Estate
+ 590-590-51-07- 51 or
realestate@wimco.com
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